Birth of Archangel Jeremiel

More about B108...
There are in various belief systems 108 desires and 108 lies,
fascinatingly enough 108 feelings, which are composed of 36
which belong in the past, 36 in the present and 36 in the future.
In Jeremiel we find the 9 star which has links to the 10 star and
11 star implying a karmic release across the three aspects of
our be...ing.
The 108 equals 9 then the 10 and then the 8 >86, 14 which
takes us to the gold returning in the 92, bringing us to the 11
star joining the left and right sides of our feeling being
together....
In arithmetical progression then we find 1 to the power of 1 x 2
to the power of 2 x 3 to the power of 3 which equals 108.
Therefore 108 equals...
Then 6 squared + 6 squared + 6 squared equals 108 or 3 x 36
equals 108. The 36 being the highest bottle in the highest
world, unconditional love in the service of others...
The secret key is 5886 made by adding the numbers from 1 to
108 it cannot exist without it's predecessors.... 5 Vicky's bottle
88 the return journey of the 10 the 6... the lovers earthing and
grounding and also Gemini ( more on that later) ....
...and even more about B108...
One of the things that has not been mentioned properly so far
with B108, Archangel Jeremiel is the connection with St John
and, in particular, Jeremiel is connected with St John of the
Cross. The dates are not only coincidental but the link between
Tzaphkiel and Jeremiel is very strong in relation to St John of
the Cross. It is part of the deeper mystery of the bottle. As we
come closer to ourselves in the process of individuation we
meet the issues of bitterness and if we are able to overcome
that bitterness by finding the necessary "salt" to be able to cure
that bitterness within process of "marination" within ourselves

then we can come to a sense of a new hope.
The new hope looks forward to what is in front of us, in time,
but only if the bitterness to do with the disappointment of the
past, can be let go of. We may then move forward with
optimism, faith and the support of what is waiting for us if that
letting go can take place. Something great is just round the
corner.
The B108 takes us to a deeper level in the journey of
individuation where we overcome the hurdle or obstacle in
relation to letting go of the past. The true creativity where we
find the opportunity to become co-creative with the Creator
brings us, in a sense, to a new understanding of the heart
within the heart (B9).
When we sit in the "crystal cave", the emerald begins to open
and in the opening of the emerald we feel a connection with the
destiny or the being of the earth in a new way. The resonance
of the heart, the opening of the heart is difficult to express in
words. The sense of going from the thinking, through the feeling
towards the being and how, in the B108, all those possibilities
simultaneously exist to be able to go deeper within the
connection with the essence of the emerald. One of the parts of
the understanding of the emerald is a resonance with an interconnectivity that joins those that are awakening to the heart that
brings about a possibility that the earth also responds to. The
sympathetic inter-dimensional resonance of the heart.
When looking at the picture of Europe and seeing the weather
picture of snow and ice that has been particularly affecting us at
this point in time during the birthing and new life of Jeremiel, it
is clear that the patterns of frozen consciousness are in
evidence perhaps more so than in the last one hundred years.
The emergence or the coming through those patterns to be
able to find the warmth at a deeper level within ourselves is predestined in relation to the opportunity that exists for us at this
point in time to establish our resonance.

